
INTELLIGENT 1171 

Chapter 1171: Long Hui Warns Grandma Wei 

Moreover, Chi Yuan felt naked in front of Grandpa Long right now. It seemed Grandpa Long could see 

through her. 

Grandma Wei did not want to waste her time here anymore since she knew that Grandpa Long would 

not follow her wish. 

"Since you already said so, we will leave." Grandma Wei said. 

She stood up and pulled Chi Yuan with her. 

"Grandma Wei, it seems like Grandpa Long has a bad impression of me." Chi Yuan said as she lowered 

her face. 

"You don't need to worry about him. He is always like that." Grandma Wei comforted Chi Yuan. She then 

took a breath. "Since he is of no help, I will contact Hui and talk to him myself." 

Chi Yuan nodded. 

.... 

Grandpa Wei got to know that Grandma Wei went to see Grandpa Long when Grandpa Long contacted 

Grandpa Wei. 

Grandpa Long told Grandpa Wei that he did not care much about what Grandma Wei wanted to do but 

warned Grandma Wei that she should not provoke Long Hui. 

Otherwise, that brat would retaliate. Even Grandpa Long can not help Grandma Wei when that happens. 

Grandpa Wei thanked Grandpa Long for telling him. 

When Grandma Wei returned home, Grandpa Wei called her to discuss. Grandma Wei followed him to 

his study room. 

"What do you want to talk about?" Grandma Wei asked. 

"Why did you go to meet Long Fei Yi?" Grandpa Wei asked. 

"I wanted to talk to him about Hui. That's all. But turns out, he is of no help." Grandma Wei rolled her 

eyes. 

"I already told you that you should not involve yourself in this matter. But look at it now, even the 

scandal is known to the public." Grandpa Wei reminded Grandma Wei. 

"I wasn't the one who leaked the news to the reporters." Grandma Wei said. 

Even though she did not give the news to the reporters, she contributed to the release of the scandal 

when she told her friends about it. One of her friends was the one who gave the reporters the story. 



Her friend got the money and the reporters got their news to write. Not to mention that Yu Qi was 

already a little bit famous after attending Song Su Jin's birthday party. As for Grandma Wei, she was 

happy that Yu Qi's news had gone public. 

"Long Fei Yi just told me that you should not provoke Hui too much. Otherwise, he would retaliate." 

Grandpa Wei told his wife about Grandpa Long's warning. 

"What? Does he dare? I am his grandmother. I want the best for him." Grandma Wei said. 

"You should remember that we are only his maternal grandparents. We can not interfere much with his 

life." Grandpa Wei said. 

"Humph... Maternal or not, I am still his grandmother." Grandma Wei did not want to lose. 

"Don't say that I didn't warn you when things start to go awry." Grandpa Wei said. 

He just gave up. He knew even if he continued to speak, Grandma Wei would not listen to him. Long Hui 

was just like his daughter. His daughter disliked what her mother told her to do. That was why she 

rebelled against Grandma Wei to show that she would not follow what Grandma Wei wanted her to do. 

After talking with Grandpa Wei, Grandma Wei went to the room. She decided to call Long Hui tonight. 

She called several times but no one answered. She thought he might be on the mission again. 

However, after a few minutes, Long Hui returned her call. She quickly answered it. 

"Hello, Hui." Grandma Wei said. 

"Yes." Long Hui answered. 

"Are you free to talk right now? Where are you?" Grandma Wei asked. 

"Yes. I am with my fiancée. Why?" Long Hui asked Grandma Wei back. 

"What? You are still with that girl? You probably haven't heard the news yet." Grandma Wei shouted. 

"News? What news?" Long Hui played innocent with Grandma Wei. 

"I knew it. You probably don't know the news. That woman would not dare to tell you about it." 

Grandma Wei snorted. "That woman is already cheating on you, Hui. You must leave that woman. I 

already told you before that she is not suitable for you. It has been proven." 

"Cheat on me?" Long Hui laughed. 

"It is the truth. Everyone knows about it" Grandma Wei pressed the subject again. 

"I have known about this news. I already knew about it before it made its way to the internet. . 

Someone was kind enough to send those pictures to me privately." Long Hui declared. 

"What? Then, why are you still with that woman?" Grandma Wei raised the question. 

"Of course, I know that is not true. Someone wants to ruin our relationship." Long Hui stated. 

"She must be lying to you. Listen to your grandmother. Break off the engagement." Grandma Wei said. 



Grandma Wei wanted to use her seniority to press the subject. 

However, that would never happen when it comes to Long Hui. He would never listen to her, whether in 

the past or present. He did not think it was necessary to follow anyone's order. 

"Grandmother, I know you are my grandmother but you don't have any right to give me orders 

regarding my life. What you want will never happen." Long Hui snorted. 

"Hui... You..." Grandma Wei felt stressed when Long Hui did not want to listen to her. 

"About the scandal online, we will expose the culprit and sue them for slander. I am telling you that I am 

not kidding." Long Hui narrowed his eyes. 

"Why are you telling me this? I don't understand" Grandma Wei asked. 

"It is better if you don't understand. Since there's nothing else, I will hang up." Without waiting for his 

grandmother to reply, Long Hui ended the call. 

Chapter 1172: Proceed To Sue The Mastermind 

  "Grandma Wei called you?" Yu Qi asked Long Hui when she came out of the kitchen. 

  "Hmm..." Long Hui nodded. 

  "I bet it was about the news." Yu Qi smiled. 

  "Yes. She wants us to break up." Long Hui told the truth. 

  "Hell no!" Yu Qi rejected the idea immediately. 

  Long Hui chuckled. "There is no way that I will agree with her. So, don't worry.." He patted Yu Qi's 

head.  

  They sat down and cuddled with each other.  

  "Let's talk about the matter." Long Hui suggested. 

  "Sure. It happened when I went to have lunch together with Mr. Li. Someone used my style and 

framed me. That person wants to ruin my image." Yu Qi sighed. 

  "I know. My beloved Qi Qi would never do such a thing." Long Hui kissed her. 

  "With a man like you by my side, why would I go about cheating?" Yu Qi looked at Long Hui. 

  "Hmm... What are  you planning to do?" Long Hui asked. 

  "I will sue that person." Yu Qi smiled wickedly. 

  "I will hand to you everything that I get from my investigation." Long Hui smiled too. 

  .... 

  The next morning, Yu Qi and Long Hui went to the police station to make a report. Telling them that 

someone had slandered her and ruined her reputation. She even called Ming Xuebai to handle this case. 



  The person Yu Qi wanted to sue was Chi Yuan. She had combined the evidence showing  Chi Yuan 

was indeed the mastermind behind everything. 

  Ming Xuebai was pretty impressed with the evidence he got from his boss. With this amount of 

evidence, he was confident they would win the case. 

  Some reporters had been following the Yu Qi scandal.  So as soon as Yu Qi filed the report, they got 

the news. Yu Qi was suing someone. They tried so hard until they finally got the answer that we wanted. 

  It was Chi Yuan. Everything exploded when the reporters spread the news on the internet. 

Everyone started to dig for who Chi Yuan was. 

  It turns out Chi Yuan was a rich young lady from the Chi Family in the Capital City. Even though she 

was just a niece of Quwen Market's CEO, Chi Guang Gu, he doted her like she was his daughter. She was 

also a jewelry designer. A real elite noble lady.  

  Then, why did Yu Qi suddenly sue Chi Yuan? The story began to get creative. 

  "Does this mean that the bad news about Tang Yu Qi is Chi Yuan's doing?" 

  "Why? I don't see any connection between them." 

  "That's right. They are not in the same circle." 

  "It must be because of Long Hui. Chi Yuan likes Long Hui and wants to be with Long Hui. So, she 

plans on destroying Tang Yu Qi's reputation." 

  "If what the above commenter said is true, then she is a terrifying woman. Just because of a man, 

she wants to destroy someone else's reputation." 

  "What if Tang Yu Qi cheated on Long Hui?" 

  "I think this above commenter is Chi Yuan or her friend." 

  "Why do you think Chi Yuan is behind all this?" 

  "I am someone who knows Chi Yuan in real life. She indeed likes Long Hui. She thinks she is the 

most suitable woman for Long Hui." 

  "Wow, someone came forward and told us this." 

  "What a story." 

  "If what is said above is the truth, then many people need to apologize to Tang Yu Qi for everything 

that they had said." 

  ... 

  Chi Yuan was paying attention to the internet recently. As soon as the news about her getting sued 

got on the internet, she became aware of it.  

  She was shocked that Yu Qi went ahead to sue her for defamation. She did not expect Yu Qi to take 

such drastic measures. And how dare Yu Qi sue her for this?  



  She exploded when she read the comment saying she liked Long Hui and to make Long Hui hers, 

she went and ruined Yu Qi's reputation.  

  She wanted to know who this person was. It must be someone that knew her. But the upper 

families in the Capital City knew the matter she liked Long Hui since she was young. So, everyone could 

be the suspect.  

  While contemplating, she received a call from her uncle, Chi Guang Gu. She answered the call. 

  "Hello, Uncle." Chi Yuan said. 

  "I guess you already know about the internet, right?" Chi Guang Gu asked. 

  "Yes. But I didn't do it. Uncle, you need to believe me." Chi Yuan would not acknowledge she was 

the mastermind.  

  "I don't care whether or not it was you. But because of this matter, our shares are starting to drop. 

So fix it." Chi Guang Gu shouted. 

  Chi Yuan's body twitched when she heard her uncle shouting. Her uncle could get pretty terrifying. 

Her uncle loved his company very much and did not want to have anything bad happen to the company.  

  "I will figure out something." Chi Yuan said. 

  "Remember Chi Yuan, if Quwen Company is ruined, you are also ruined." Chi Guang Gu reminded 

Chi Yuan.  

  "Yes, Uncle. I understand." Chi Yuan said 

  Chi Guang Gu ended the call. Chi Yuan gritted her teeth as she sat down and thought about the 

phone call. Chi Yuan was so angry at Yu Qi.  

  Since Yu Qi suspected her, at least, Yu Qi should have called and asked her about it first, not suing 

her without any warning. She shouted releasing the anger inside her. 

  She completely forgot that she was not alone. She was in her design office. Everyone outside her 

room was startled when they heard the screams coming from Chi Yuan's office room.  

Chapter 1173: Divert Grandpa Tang With Another News 

  After work, Yu Qi returned to the Tang Residence with Long Hui. Ming Yue and Su Xiao wanted to 

see her and Yu Qi obeyed their request. 

  "Have you been okay recently?" Ming Yue asked. 

  "Don't worry about me, Auntie Ming Yue. I am okay. I'm sorry to have made you worry." Yu Qi said. 

  "Is it true that Chi Yuan is behind all this?" Su Xiao asked. 

  Since they learned about Yu Qi's issue, they had been following updates on the matter on the 

internet. So, when the news about Yu Qi suing Chi Yuan made its way to the internet, Ming Yue and Su 

Xiao were among the first to find out. 



  "Yes. I already have the evidence." Yu Qi smiled. 

  "Good... Good..." Ming Yue nodded. When thinking about Chi Yuan again, she felt angry. "That girl, 

how dare she spread those kinds of rumours about you? When I meet her last time, I never thought she 

was someone like that." 

  Su Xiao also nodded. 

  Long Hui had been pulled by Tang Jin Wei for some talk. 

  "I heard it is because of you that Little Sis has been slandered recently." Tang Jin Wei said. 

  "Yes." Long Hui acknowledged. 

  "Then, why aren't you doing something?" Tang Jin Wei asked. 

  "I already investigated the matter and have gotten the evidence she needs for the case." Long Hui 

answered it excellently. 

  Tang Jin Wei was surprised. "Oh... Then, why did you post some words to clarify the matter?" 

  "There's no need for that." Long Hui said. 

  Tang Jin Wei felt flustered when he heard that. He was angry due to the insults and bad words that 

people have been saying about Yu Qi on the internet. 

  "No need to worry about the things on the internet. People have their mouths. They like to say 

something bad about other people. Because it makes them feel better." Long Hui said expressionlessly. 

  "Sure... Sure... " Tang Jin Wei gave up. 

  "Hey, dinner is ready. Come in." Yu Qi called those two men to come inside for dinner. 

  Only Grandpa Tang, Tang Jung Wen, Tang Jin Wei, Su Xiao, and Ming Yue were here. The rest of the 

family had other things to attend to. They ate dinner happily. 

  They had already agreed with each other not to speak about Yu Qi's matter in front of Grandpa 

Tang because they didn't want him to worry. Also, Yu Qi did not want Grand[a Tang to get involved in 

this matter.  

  "Xiao Hui, how long will you be on your holiday?" Ming Yue asked Long Hui. 

  "About two weeks, I guess. If there is no important mission, it may be longer." Long Hui answered. 

  "Wow... That's nice. I want to have a long vacation too." Tang Jin Wei felt jealous when he heard 

that. 

  "Then, you can go and become a soldier too." Ming Yue rolled her eyes. "Do you think it is easy for 

Xiao Hui to get to the position that he is today? He risked his life to protect our nation." 

  "Mum, I know." Tang Jin Wei said. Then he went mumbling. "Is he her son or am I?" 

  "I will be happy if he becomes my son." Ming Yue heard his mumbling and responded. 



  "Mum!!!" Tang Jin Wei pouted. 

  Everyone was laughing. 

  "By the way, congratulations to Yu Qi. I heard you have succeeded in developing the medicine. You 

will be applying for a patent, right?" Tang Jung Wen looked at Yu Qi. 

  He happened to overhear the news when he was having lunch with other doctors. 

  "Thank you, Uncle Jung Wen. And, yes. I will be applying for the patent. It is all because of our 

team's effort. Grandpa also contributed a lot." Yu Qi said. 

  "You mean the medicine is a success?" Grandpa Tang asked. 

  The other reason Yu Qi came home tonight was to tell Grandpa Tang about this. 

  "Yes, Grandpa. The medicine will be widely used in the surgeries to shorten the healing time." Yu Qi 

was excited to tell Grandpa Tang. 

  "That's great. GREAT." Grandpa Tang was also happy to hear the news. 

  It proved that Chinese medicine was just as great as Western Medicine. 

  "This is great news. Let's celebrate. Ming Yue, ask someone to get some alcohol. I want to drink 

tonight." Grandpa Tang said. 

  "Is it okay for Father to drink?" Ming Yue asked her husband. 

  "It is okay to drink once in a while." Tang Jung Wen did not have the heart to refuse after seeing the 

expression on his father's face. 

  "Okay. I will get the drinks." Ming Yue said. 

  "I need to leave first. The babies are crying." Su Xiao excused herself right after a maid came and 

whispered to her. 

  "Okay. Okay." Grandpa Tang did not mind. 

  A few minutes later, Ming Yue returned with a couple of bottles of alcohol. Yu Qi opened the bottle 

and poured the drink alcohol to everyone. 

  "To success!" Grandpa Tang lifted his glass and drank. 

  Everyone followed Grandpa Tang's moves. Since Yu Qi did not take the pill that prevents her from 

getting drunk, three glasses of alcohol already made her drunk. But at least, her tolerance had become 

slightly better. 

  "I am so happy." Yu Qi smiled. 

  "You are my granddaughter, Yu Qi. I am so proud of you." Grandpa Tang said. 

  "Grandpa, I am also your grandson." Tang Jin Wei looked at Grandpa Tang with slightly closed eyes. 

  "Why don't you study herbs with me?" Grandpa Tang asked. 



  "No. I am busy." Tang Jin Wei quickly refused. 

  "How dare you refuse me, you brat!" Grandpa Tang showed the fist to Tang Jin Wei. 

  Yu Qi laughed when she saw Grandpa Tang wanted to beat Tang Jin Wei. 

Chapter 1174: Messaging Long Hui But Being Blocked. 

  "Drinking too much is not good for your health." Long Hui grabbed the glass from Yu Qi's hand.  

  Yu Qi turned around and looked at Long Hui with a cute expression; pouting her mouth.  

  "I want to drink. You said you would allow me to drink if I am with you. Why can I not drink alcohol 

right now?" Yu Qi blamed Long Hui.  

  Long Hui sighed. He had indeed said that. But... Whatever he would allow that.  

  "Okay. Okay... Here is your glass." Long Hui gave the glass back to Yu Qi. 

  Yu Qi smiled sweetly at Long Hui while grabbing the glass. 

  "Thank you, Hui." Yu Qi said. 

  .... 

  Chi Yuan was very restless as soon she heard about Yu Qi wanted to sue her. She did not expect Yu 

Qi had the guts to sue her for this.  How did Yu Qi know that she was the mastermind?  

  She could not let her good name be ruined like this. Her uncle would not like that. She needed to 

do something. She wanted to settle this outside of court.  

  She wanted Yu Qi to withdraw the suit. She was willing to pay her. She needed to talk to Yu Qi. 

However, she did not have Yu Qi's contact number.  

  But she had Long Hui's contact number. She called Long Hui directly. The phone was ringing. Chi 

Yuan felt it took a very long time for Long Hui to answer the call.  Then, the call was finally answered by 

Long Hui.  

  "Hello, who is this?" Long Hui asked. 

  "Hmm... This is Chi Yuan." Chi Yuan said. 

  "Oh, it is you." Long Hui ended the call. 

  Chi Yuan who was about to say something was speechless when she heard the call ended. She 

immediately called Long Hui back. However, Long Hui did not answer her call anymore. 

  'I need to talk to him. Let's message him instead.' Chi Yuan sent a message to Long Hui.  

  However, the message could not be sent anymore because Long Hui already blocked her number. 

She gritted her teeth holding back her anger.  

  She called another phone and sent a message to Long Hui's number. 



  "This is Chi Yuan. I want to talk to you about the case. Can you ask Miss Tang to withdraw the case? 

I will compensate for everything. Just withdraw the suit." 

  She clicked sent.  

  Luckily, this message got through. She was waiting for Long Hui to reply. A notification indicated 

that a message had come through.  

  "Huh... Compensate everything? Her reputation has been ruined. She has been insulted and called 

bad names. How do you want to compensate for that? You should feel what she went through. 

Withdraw the suit? Keep dreaming. Since you dare to play with her like this, you should dare to face the 

consequences of your actions. Don't message me again."  

  Chi Yuan read the message. Instead of feeling angry, she felt sad. How could Long Hui say 

something like this to her? Why did Long Hui believe that Yu Qi was innocent?  

  She was crying all night until she fell asleep. When she woke up in the morning, her face looked 

horrible. She refreshed herself and put on some makeup to cover the eye bag under her eyes.  

  After feeling her face was okay, she left the house. Since relying on Long Hui didn't work, she 

needed Grandma Wei to help her talk to Yu Qi about withdrawing the case.  

  When she arrived at Wei House, the family was eating breakfast. The housekeeper allowed Chi 

Yuan to directly enter the house since she knew that Grandma Wei liked this girl. Even the real 

granddaughter, Wei Ding Ye, had been kicked out because she insulted Chi Yuan.  

  In the dining room, Grandpa Wei, Grandma Wei, Wei Su Kee, Gu Muxue, and Wei Su Zien were 

there. When Chi Yuan entered the dining room, everyone looked at her.  

  Only Grandma Wei was happy to see Chi Yuan. She asked Chi Yuan to sit beside her. 

  "Oh, Yuan-er, you are here. Come. Come. Sit beside me. Have you eaten yet?" Grandma Wei asked 

affectionately.  

  Chi Yuan sat beside Grandma Wei.  

  "Mrs. Mei, please prepare her breakfast too." Grandma Wei called a housekeeper. 

  The housekeeper went to prepare.  

  "Rushing in the morning to someone's house, humph!." Gu Muxue mumbled. 

  Since no one was talking at the moment, everyone heard that.  

  "Gu Muxue!" Grandma Wei called her daughter-in-law's name. 

  Gu Muxue looked away. She already hated this young woman. Because of this young woman, her 

precious daughter had to live in another house. 

  She did not understand why her mother-in-law loved this young woman like this. This young 

woman was not so impressive compared to Long Hui's fiancee. Long Hui's fiancee was a much better 

person.  



  Chi Yuan was silent. She did not dare to confront Gu Muxue because Grandpa Wei was here too.  

  Wei Su Kee did not greet Chi Yuan at all. She did not even look at her at all. She was blind in the 

past when she did not know the real her.  

  "I will go to the university first." Wei Su Kee finished eating and stood up. 

  "I am done too." Wei Su Zien followed Wei Su Kee's step and left the dining room.  

  "Me too." Grandpa Wei nodded and left the table too. 

  "I am also full. Thank you for the food." Gu Muxue already finished eating and left the dining room. 

  So, right now, only Grandma Wei and Chi Yuan are left.  

Chapter 1175: Running To Grandma Wei For Help 

  "Just ignore those people. They aren't able to see the true you." Grandma Wei said. 

  Chi Yuan just nodded. If others, especially Wei Ding Ye heard these words, she would roll her eyes. 

Only Grandma Wei was unable to see the true Chi Yuan. 

  "Grandma Wei, I want to tell you something." Chi Yuan made a sad face. 

  Seeing Chi Yuan like this triggered Grandma Wei. "What is it? Who made you like this?" She 

grabbed Chi Yuan's hand. 

  "Hui's fiancee wants to sue me for damaging her reputation." Chi Yuan said straightforwardly to 

Grandma Wei. 

  "What?!!! How dare she sue you?" Grandma Wei became furious as she heard what Chi Yuan just 

said 

  Chi Yuan's lips formed a straight line. Her face showed that Yu Qi's action hurt her. 

  "I don't know why she wants to sue me. I never did anything wrong to her." Chi Yuan began to cry. 

"On top of that, she told the public that it was me who ruined her reputation."  

  "She is the one who was having fun with another man and she blamed it on you? How dare she? 

How dare she?" Grandma Wei became more and more furious.  

  "My uncle heard about it. He wants me to fix it. He does not want Chi's name to be ruined because 

of me. I want to settle privately with her. I want to call her but I don't have her number. So, I called Hui 

instead. I told him it was not me and I want to talk to Miss Tang but he rejected me straight away." Chi 

Yuan was sobbing as she continued her story.  

  "I don't know what to do next. That is why I came to see you, Grandma Wei. Please help me out, 

Grandma Wei. If they proceed with the lawsuit, my uncle will be angry at me because I'm dragging Chi's 

name into the court."  

  Grandma Wei felt pity and sad for Chi Yuan. Chi Yuan's parents had died a long time ago. So, Chi 

Yuan needed to rely on her uncle to survive. Thank goodness that Chi Yuan was a very talented person. 

Otherwise, her uncle would never have taken care of her properly.  



  "Okay. I will try and help you." Grandma Wei nodded.  

  Grandma Wei wanted to talk to Long Hui. She immediately called Long Hui. However, after waiting 

for a few rings, Long Hui still did not answer. She tried again and even after several calls, Long Hui still 

did not answer.  

  "Maybe Long Hui is at work. I will try to get a hold of Tang Yu Qi." Grandma Wei said but she 

stopped moving. 

  "What's wrong, Grandma Wei?" Chi Yuan also noticed Grandma Wei stopped moving. 

  She did not want anything to happen to Grandma Wei right now since she might be her only savior. 

If something happened to Grandma Wei, how is she going to protect herself in this current situation?  

  "I don't have Tang Yu Qi's contact number." Grandma Wei just realized that. "Oh, Ding Ye probably 

has her contact number. I will ask Muxue to get it from Ding Ye."  

  Grandma Wei immediately called her servant to ask Gu Muxue to come to the living room. A few 

moments later, Gu  Muxue came into the living room.  

  "What is it, Mother?" Gu Muxue asked.  

  She only looked at Grandma Wei. Chi Yuan was invisible in her eyes. Chi Yuan did not say anything 

even though she was unsatisfied with Gu Muxue's action. 

  "Ask Wei Ding Ye for Tang Yu Qi's contact number." Grandma Wei ordered. 

  "For what?" Gu Muxue asked. 

  "Just do what I asked you to do, will you?" Grandma Wei said. 

  "Okay." Gu Muxue called her daughter. She put on the loudspeaker mode. 

  "Hello, Mum. What's up?" Wei Ding Ye sounded happy like she had never suffered even though she 

had been chased out of the house. 

  "Hmm... Do you have Miss Tang's contact number?" Gu Muxue asked. 

  "Huh? Sister Yu Qi? Why do you want her contact number?" Wei Ding Ye asked.  

  It was weird for Gu Muxue to ask for Yu Qi's contact number. Then, something struck her. She 

chuckled. The chuckle happened to be heard by Chi Yuan and Grandma Wei. Both of them frowned.  

  "Mum, did Grandma ask you for Sister Yu Qi's contact number? Since you don't have it, she asked 

you to ask me for it, right?" Wei Ding Ye's guess was right on the money.  

  "Just tell me the number." Grandma Wei interrupted.  

  "Oh, my lovely grandmother." Wei Ding Ye greeted Grandma Wei sarcastically. "It must be for your 

beloved Chi Yuan, right?"  

  "Just tell me her number." Grandma Wei said. 



  "Why should I? If you want to get in touch with her, you can call her hospital. Her hospital's contact 

number is on its website." Wei Ding Ye said. 

  "If you tell me her contact number, you can come back." Grandma Wei compromised. 

  "No, thank you. I like living outside. Living at home is like living in hell to me. If nothing else, I will 

hang up. Bye Mum." Wei Ding Ye hang up the call right away. 

  "This girl... Argh... What did you teach her to become someone like that?" Grandma Wei directed 

her anger toward Gu Muxue. 

  Gu Muxue did not respond to that. "Mother, if there's nothing else, I will go first." Then, Gu Muxue 

left without waiting for a reply from her mother in law. 

  "Like mother like daughter. So rude." Grandma Wei commented. 

Chapter 1176: Put The Thought Of Getting Married To Me Away 

  "Grandma Wei, what should we do now? I... I..." Chi Yuan continued to sob. 

  "Don't worry. We will try to call the hospital. Can you find the hospital's contact number?" 

Grandma Wei tried to calm Chi Yuan down. 

  "Yes." Chi Yuan looked up Tang Private Hospital. 

  She immediately called the number. The call was picked up right away. 

  "Hello. This is Tang Private Hospital. May I help you?" A woman answered. 

  "Hmm... I am looking for Doctor Tang Yu Qi. Is she there?" Grandma Wei asked. 

  "Hmm... May I know who's speaking?" The woman asked again. 

  "I am her fiancé's grandmother. Could I speak to her right now?" Grandma Wei introduced her 

name. 

  "Oh, I see. Wait a minute. I will get her for you." The woman said. 

  So, they waited for about 5 minutes before the woman got back to the call.  

  "I am sorry to inform you that Doctor Yu Qi is currently in surgery." The woman informed Grandma 

Wei. 

  "For how long?" Grandma Wei asked. 

  "It is estimated to be 9hrs." We won't know exactly how long until the procedure is finished." The 

woman answered professionally. 

  "You are lying, right? She does not want to talk to us, right?" Chi Yuan interrupted the 

conversation.  

  The woman on the other side frowned. She assumed a young lady interrupted the conversation. 

"Miss, I am telling the truth. If you don't believe me, I can't say anything else. Is there something else 

that you want to know?"  



  "No... no...Thank you." Grandma Wei took over. 

  "Thank you for calling Tang Private Hospital."  

  The call ended. 

  "Yuan-er, you should not talk like that." Grandma Wei reminded Chi Yuan.  

  "I am sorry, Grandma Wei. I lost my temper. I just..." Chi Yuan cried again. 

  Grandma Wei sighed. "I know. I know. It is hard for you too. I will try and call Long Hui again."  

  This time, Grandma Wei called about three times before she got a hold of Long Hui.  

  Long Hui answered the call. "Hello." 

  "Long Hui, why didn't you answer the call earlier?" Grandma Wei attacked Long Hui right away. 

  "Why did you call me?" Long Hui did not answer Grandma Wei's question but asked another 

question to her.  

  "You should tell your fiancée to drop the Lawsuit. Don't  proceed with it." Grandma Wei said. 

  "Oh, about that. You should know by now why my fiancee wants to sue her? Or she did not tell you 

about it?" Long Hui said in a cold tone.  

  "She did not do that." Grandma Wei retorted. She did not believe that Chi Yuan framed Yu Qi.  

  "You are there right, Miss Chi? Listen to me. I have never wanted to get married to you. Even If my 

fiancée did not appear in my life, I wouldn't want to be with you. So, put the thought of getting married 

to me away. It will never happen. Is that clear?" Long Hui made it clear to Chi Yuan. 

  He guessed that Chi Yuan would go and find Grandma Wei to get in touch with him or Yu Qi. She 

most likely would be stayed beside Grandma Wei until she got in touch with them.  

  Chi Yuan's face became pale as she heard the sentence. It hurt her heart so much. Long Hui was the 

only man that she loved. She knew him since they were kids. Why did Long Hui dislike her so much? 

Why did Long Hui love that woman so much?  

  "Long Hui, you should not say something like that to Yuan-er." Grandma Wei felt sad for Chi Yuan. 

  "As for the lawsuit, I support my fiancee. If Chi Yuan is really not at fault, she can prove that in 

court. I have nothing to say anymore. Please don't contact me with unimportant things like this." Long 

Hui ended the call after saying everything he wanted to say. 

  Chi Yuan began to cry more. "Grandma Wei, how could Hui say something like that to me?"  

  Grandma Wei patted Chi Yuan's back. "Don't cry."  

  "Grandma Wei, what should I do right now? My uncle will be angry with me." Chi Yuan said. 

  "Let's fight with them. Prove that you are innocent." Grandma Wei nodded to Chi Yuan. 

  "But..." Chi Yuan's lips formed a straight line. 



  "Don't worry. I will help you. You can get the best lawyer." Grandma Wei said. 

  "Really, Grandma Wei?" Chi Yuan asked. 

  "Of course. Let's fight them." Grandma Wei was confident that they would win against Yu Qi. 

  However, Chi Yuan did not feel that same. Long Hui said they had evidence proving Chi Yuan doing 

things that ruined Yu Qi's reputation.  

  After that, Chi Yuan returned home. Grandma Wei was worried about Chi Yuan returning alone 

because she just listened to something that shocked her. Grandma Wei did not want her to do 

something stupid. So, when she saw Wei Su Zien entering the house, she asked Wei Su Zien to send Chi 

Yuan home. 

  Wei Su Zien did not want to listen to his grandmother's nagging. So, he followed her order. 

  "If you don't want to do it, you can go. I will go home by myself." Chi Yuan said. 

  "It's okay. I will send you. If my grandmother knows that I don't send you home, she will nag me. I 

don't want to hear her nagging. It is easier to send you home and get away with this as soon as 

possible." Wei Su Zien said without looking at Chi Yuan.  

Chapter 1177: The Trial Began 

  Since Yu Qi had no intention of withdrawing the lawsuit, Chi Yuan was forced to go to court. She 

was accompanied by her lawyer, Li Zuanyuan. He was a middle-aged man who was quite famous in his 

field. 

  Grandma Wei used the Wei Family connection to hire him. Li Zuanyuan looked at his opposing 

lawyer, Ming Xuehai, a name that he did not recognize. So, the opposing lawyer was someone new in 

the field. He thought it would be an easy win. So, he accepted the case.  

  However, when he looked at the case, he was speechless. Then, he began to look up information 

on Ming Xuehai. It turned out that Ming Xuehai was an up-and-coming lawyer. He even won the case 

against a government lawyer.  

  Not to mention, Ming Xuehai has not lost any of his cases since he officially started his career. 

Facing this kind of opponent made his blood boil. 

  But he was no longer sure whether he could win this case. However, he had already been hired, 

therefore, he would give his 100% to win the case.  

  The time to go to court has been decided. It would be held at the city court at FINN City. Since Yu Qi 

was considered famous at the moment, a lot of reporters paid attention to her. When they caught the 

news on the trial, they wanted to know more about that.  

  However, the reporters were not allowed to go into the courtroom. Only certain people were 

allowed to enter the courtroom. Yu Qi's family members were allowed to watch the trial. 

  Grandpa Tang finally knew about the matter because Ming Yue asked Yu Qi about it in front of 

Grandpa Tang. Ming Yue forgot that her father-in-law did not know about it yet. 



  So, when Grandpa Tang heard the issue, he demanded for everyone tell him the whole story. So, Yu 

Qi ended up telling Grandpa Tang everything.  

  Grandpa Tang was furious when he found out that something like this happened to his beloved 

granddaughter. He told her that he would teach the woman a lesson.  

  Yu Qi smiled as she explained to Grandpa Tang that she had already brought a suit against the 

woman. And she was confident that she would win the trial. She had every evidence that would 

guarantee her a win.  

  So, Ming Yue and Grandpa Tang came to watch the trial. Others did not come due to work. Yu Qi 

did not mind it. Long Hui was also attending the trial. He had nothing to do. Everything could be handled 

by others.  

  As for Chi Yuan, her auntie, Li Cui, and Grandma Wei came to the trial to support Chi Yuan. 

Grandma Wei loved Chi Yuan so much. She was willing to come to this city for her. 

  Before entering the court, Grandma Wei saw Long Hui. She immediately approached Long Hui.  

  "Long Hui." Grandma Wei called Long Hui. 

  Long Hui turned and saw his grandmother. "What do you want?"  

  "Can you let Yuan-er go? If your fiancée won, Yuan-er 's reputation will go down the hill." Grandma 

Wei said. 

  "So, it is okay for my fiancé's reputation to be ruined, then?" Long Hui returned a question to 

Grandma Wei. 

  "..." 

  Grandma Wei was speechless. She could not find the right word.  

  "Since she thinks she is innocent, why is she scared to undergo this trial?" Long Hui snorted. 

  "Well..." Grandma Wei wanted to say something, but she was mercilessly stopped by Long Hui.  

  "No need to tell me anything." Long Hui left.  

  The trial began with the opening statement. Ming Xuehai stood up and gave his opening statement. 

It was powerful and deep. Then, it was Li Zuanyuan's turn. He did not lose to Ming Xuehai. 

  After that, Ming Xuehai brought in Li Yan as the first witness. 

  "Mr. Li Yan, are you the one in this picture?" Ming Xuehai asked. 

  The picture shown was the one where Yu Qi and Li Yan were having dinner together.  

  "Yes, I am." Li Yan nodded. 

  "Can you explain what did you do on this day?" Ming Xuehai asked. 

  "Sure. Miss Tang is one of my clients. I am a project engineer for her building. That day, she came 

and did a site visit. We talked a lot regarding the project at the site. Before Miss Tang left, I invited her 



for lunch. I believe this picture was taken at that moment. After lunch, we went our separate ways." Li 

Yan explained. 

  "How about this picture, Mr. Li Yan?" Ming Xuehai showed another picture to Li Yan. 

  The picture showed the two figures similar to Li Yan and Yu Qi entering a rundown hotel.  

  "Is that you, Mr. Li?" Ming Xuehai asked. 

  "Of course not. I returned to the site after having lunch with Miss Tang. Everyone at the site can 

attest for me." Li Yan said. 

  "Your honor, I have nothing further to ask Mr. Li Yan." Ming Xuehai said to the judge.  

  The judge nodded and called Li Zuanyuan. Li Zuanyuan stood up and looked at Li Yan. Li Yan and Li 

Zuanyuan came from the same family. By right, Li Zuanyuan was Li Yan's relative. However, they were 

not close. They also only met once a year.  

  "Mr Li Yan, how did you know Miss Tang?" Li Zuanyuan asked. 

  "We knew each other when Miss Tang needed to build something. To be honest, it was the first 

time we met face to face. Usually, we contact each other via phone or email." Li Yan said. 

  "Is that so?" Li Zuanyuan smiled. 

Chapter 1178: Both Parties Are Fighting 

  "So, when you met her, what did you think about her?" Li Zuanyuan asked back. 

  "I thought she was beautiful." Li Yan told his honest feeling. 

  "So, did you want to make her yours?" Li Zuanyuan asked. 

  "Objection, Your Honour, leading." Ming Xuehai interfered.  

  "Objection sustained." The judge agreed with Ming Xuehai.  

  Li Zuanyuan coughed. "During the lunch, what did you discuss?" 

  "We discussed the project. Miss Tang has many good ideas that she wants to apply to her building." 

Li Yan answered confidently.  

  "I have nothing further to ask anymore, your Honour." Li Zuanyuan backed off. 

  Then, Ming Xuehai called the next witness which was the couple who pretended to be Li Yan and Yu 

Qi on that day. When Chi Yuan saw them, her eyes widened.  

  She searched for them a few days ago. However, she could not find them. It was like they had 

disappeared into the thin air. But she never thought she would see them here in this courtroom. She 

gritted her teeth as she glared at the couple.  

  Both of them sat down.  

  "Mr Xiang Ze and Miss Su Naing, right?" Ming Xuehai asked. 



  "Yes." Both of them nodded. 

  "What is your current relationship with each other?" Ming Xuehai asked. 

  "We are a couple. She has been my girlfriend for half a year." Xiang Ze said. 

  "Yes." Su Naing nodded.  

  "What were you doing the evening of the 3rd of April? Ming Xuehai asked. 

  Su Naing looked down feeling embarrassed at the moment. 

  "We went to a hotel." Xiang Ze answered. 

  "Which hotel did you go to?" Ming Xuehai asked again.  

  "The rundown hotel at Star District." Xiang Ze said. 

  "Why do you go there?"  

  "Objection your Honour, unrelated." Li Zuanyuan objected. 

  "Objection overruled."  

  Li Zuanyuan frowned. 

  "Please answer my earlier question, Mr Xiang Ze, Ms Su Naing." 

  "Because... because... someone asked us to go there and stay until night." It was Su Naing who 

answered the question. 

  "Who asked you to do such a thing? For what reason?" Ming Xuehai threw other questions.  

  "We were paid by a woman. She told us that we will get 500,000 RMB just by doing so. Of course, 

we didn't believe it. But the woman directly transferred 250,000 RMB to my account. Then another 

250,000 RMB was transferred to my account on the same night." Xiang Ze said. 

  "What else did the woman tell you to do?"  

  "We were asked to wear the clothes that she prepared."  

  "How did she you get the clothes?"  

  "She put the clothes in the paid locker near the train station. There are two bags. One for me and 

one for my girlfriend."  

  "After that, we went to the hotel as she asked." 

  "Do you know the woman?" Ming Xuehai said. 

  "No."  

  Both of them answered. 

  "Do you know that woman?" Ming Xuehai pointed to Chi Yuan. 



  "Objection, Your Honour, leading." Li Zuanyuan objected. 

  "Objection overruled." The judge said. 

  Ming Xuehai just smiled. "I have no further question to ask." He returned to his seat.  

  It was Li Zuanyuan's turn. Li Zuanyuan stood up and asked the witness.  

  "You are telling us that you receive the money. Then why are you here?" Li Zuanyuan. 

  "When we saw these pictures online, we were shocked. We know that the people in this picture are 

us. But everyone said it was Doctor Tang having an affair with another man. We became more shocked." 

Xiang Ze said. 

  "I can't believe that our pictures had been used to frame Doctor Tang. We wanted to help clarify 

this matter ." Su Naing added. 

  "Are you being threatened by her?" Li Zuanyuan asked. 

  "Objection, Your Honour. Misleading." Ming Xuehai said. 

  "Objection overruled. You may continue." The judge said.  

  Li Zuanyuan smiled. "Is she threatening you with this?"  

  "No! Of course not! She is not threatening us. We came forward by ourselves. Doctor Tang used to 

treat my grandfather. Without her, my grandfather might lose his life. That is why we are here to explain 

about the pictures." Su Naing said  

  Li Zuanyuan frowned. 

  "I have no more questions, your Honour."  

  The trial stopped for a lunch break. It would be continued after the break. 

  Yu Qi went to get her family and Long Hui. She was smiling.  

  "Let's go and eat first. The fight will continue later." Grandpa Tang said. 

  Everyone, including Ming Xuehai, went to have dinner together. They just went to the closest 

restaurant to eat. Coincidently Chi Yuan and her people also went to the same restaurant.  

  Yu Qi knew because she met Chi Yuan at the toilet.  

  "Are you happy now?" Chi Yuan glared at Yu Qi. 

  "What are you talking about?" Yu Qi lifted her eyebrow. 

  "Suing me like this? Because of you, my reputation is ruined." Chi Yuan said. 

  Yu Qi chuckled. "Oh, Why did you do this? Why do you need to disturb my life? You framed me 

with something so scandalous. And my reputation is also ruined because of that. I am just lucky because 

my fiancé believes me so much." She added Long Hui's name. 

  To her expectation, Chi Yuan became very jealous. "Hui should not be with you." 



  "Oh? Then, are you saying that he should be with you?" Yu Qi tilted her head. 

  "I knew him first." Chi Yuan said. 

  "Since you knew him first, why did he never fall in love with you?" Yu Qi chuckled again. 

  That chuckle made Chi Yuan furious. She wanted to slap Yu Qi.  

  "I will not do it if I was you." Yu Qi crossed her arms against her body.  

Chapter 1179: Want To Frame Yu Qi Again 

  Chi Yuan stopped moving. She definitely understood what Yu Qi meant.  

  "I will make you pay." Chi Yuan said and left the toilet. 

  "I will be waiting, Miss Chi." Yu Qi waved her hand. 

  Yu Qi walked out and saw a commotion ahead. She took a look. It was Chi Yuan sitting on the floor 

while crying. Then she saw Grandma Wei rushing to Chi Yuan's side.  

  "Yuan-er, are you okay?" Grandma Wei asked Chi Yuan-er with worry. 

  Chi Yuan did not answer her. Grandma Wei looked around and saw Yu Qi standing not far from 

them. 

  "It must be you who hurt Yuan-er. Why do you need to hurt her like this? Is it not enough that you 

are suing her and damaging her reputation? What else do you want?" Grandma Wei shouted angrily to 

Yu Qi. 

  The onlookers turned in Yu Qi's direction.  Yu Qi narrowed her eyes as she crossed her arms against 

her body and looked down at Grandma Wei and Chi Yuan.  

  "Why did you blame me for what happened to her? I don't know why she is sitting on the floor" Yu 

Qi asked solemnly. "Miss Chi, can you tell us why you are sitting on the floor?"  

  Chi Yuan acted scared when she heard Yu Qi's voice.  

  "Grandma Wei, I am okay... I am okay... Miss Tang did not do anything to me. I just missed my step 

and fell to the ground." Chi Yuan said to Grandma Wei. 

  Everyone noticed how scared she was when she heard Yu Qi's voice. This made people start to 

imagine things. That included Grandma Wei.  

  "You, tell me. What did you do to Yuan-er?" Grandma Wei pointed to Yu Qi. 

  Yu Qi glanced at Chi Yuan. It was really a pity that Chi Yuan was not an actress. Otherwise, she 

would surely win the best actress award. 

  Then Long Hui came. He went to Yu Qi's side. 

  "Why are you taking such a long time?" Long Hui asked. 

  "Well... I am just watching a show." Yu Qi's eyes moved and pointed at Chi Yuan and Grandma Wei. 



  "Great. Long Hui, look at what your fiancée has done." Grandma Wei said to Long Hui. 

  "What has she done?" Long Hui asked. 

  "Yuan-er, you can tell Long Hui right now." Grandma Wei urged Chi Yuan to talk. 

  "This lady fell to the ground because she missed her step when she rushed out of the toilet. Why 

does she want to blame this incident on this miss?" A woman came forward and told what she had seen 

earlier. Then she added. "I know because I saw it. I wanted to go to the toilet too."  

  "Why does she sound like this girl caused her to fall?" 

  "Yeah. I also thought the same when she spoke." 

  "Wait. Does she look familiar?"  

  "What?" 

  "Today is the lawsuit between Doctor Tang and Miss Chi."  

  "Wait, she is Miss Chi, right?" 

  "Then, the other girl is Doctor Tang?"  

  "Then, it is..."  

  Chi Yuan could hear everyone talking about her. She stood and rushed out. Grandma Wei was left 

alone. 

  "You..." Grandma Wei looked at Long Hui and Yu Qi before she also left.  

  "Miss, thank you for clearing things up." Yu Qi went to the woman who spoke for her and thanked 

her. 

  "No worries. I just can't stand people like her." The woman smiled and left.  

  .... 

  The court time continued. This time, Ming Xuehai went all out. He showed all the evidence. The 

transaction money between Chi Yuan's account and Xiang Ze's account that he legally obtained from the 

bank.  

  The videos from surveillance rooms showed Yu Qi walking around the antique street. There was 

also the transaction money from Yu Qi's account showing she made the purchases at the antique stores 

and it matched perfectly with the record sales of the antiques.  

  Even though Li Zuanyuan dared to bring the witness from one of the antique stores. The man was 

the owner of the first antique store that Yu Qi made the purchase on that day. 

  He was unsatisfied with Yu Qi when he could not extort more money from her. He gritted his teeth 

when he saw Yu Qi easily take out a large amount of money.  If he knew that she had a lot of money, he 

would sell the things to her at a higher price.  



  So, when he read the lawsuit on the news, he recognized her. He went to make a deal with Li 

Zuanyuan that he would testify against Yu Qi. He did not know that the opposite opponent had 

surveillance video in their hands.  

  So, when he was brought to the witness cage, he was very nervous. He stuttered his words 

especially when Ming Xuehai questioned him. He left the witness cage in a worried state.  

  Until the late evening, the court ended. The judge said it would be continued tomorrow. They left 

the courtroom.  

  Ming Yue went to Yu Qi's side.  

  "Mr. Ming, he is very capable." Ming Yue praised Ming Xuehai's ability.  

  She thought Ming Xuehai was a very good lawyer. Not only her, but Grandpa Tang was also 

impressed with Ming Xuehai.  

  "It is not me. But Miss Tang. She is the one who is good. She already gathered the evidence and 

delivered it to my hand." Ming Xuehai said.  

  "Even so, without your skill, that evidence would be useless." Ming Yue said. 

  "Whatever is right will be right. Whatever is wrong will be always wrong." Grandpa Tang said. 

Chapter 1180: Collision 

  "Let's go. The verdict will probably be announced tomorrow." Long Hui said. 

  "Yeah. The others seem to have nothing more to say." Ming Xuehai also thought this way. 

  When they walked out of the courthouse, they were immediately surrounded by reporters. The 

reporters wanted to find out the status of the case.  

  Long Hui stood in front of the others and gave a cold look at the reporters. Seeing the cold look 

given by Long Hui, they stepped back. Because they could feel that Long Hui might kill them if they 

stormed forward.  

  "Miss Tang, please give us some feedback regarding the case." A brave reporter shouted out a 

question.  

  "Mr. Ming, please tell us." Another one shouted. 

  Then, the other reporters also shouted their questions. Yu Qi frowned. She was worried about her 

Grandpa.  

  "Quiet!" Long Hui shouted. His voice was very loud. The place was automatically silent. The 

reporters shut their mouths up. 

  "You can wait for tomorrow. The case will continue." Ming Xuehai said. "For now, let us return."  

  "My grandpa is tired." Yu Qi used Grandpa Tang. 



  Grandpa Tang glanced at his granddaughter. Yu Qi just smiled. Hearing that, the reporters made a 

path to them. So, they left. 

  "Hey, look. It is Miss Chi Yuan. Let's go and interview them." One reporter said.  

  So, the other reporters also rushed in Chi Yuan's direction and surrounded them. 

  "What? What?" Grandma Wei was shocked to see people rushing toward them. 

  Li Cui frowned. "They are reporters. I will call the bodyguards to handle them." 

  The bodyguards rushed over and protected them. The reporters shouted at Chi Yuan, asking her 

question. 

  "Miss Chi, how is the trial going?" 

  "Miss Chi, what is your motive for framing Doctor Tang?" 

  "Is it true you taken that you are interested in Colonel Long but he dislikes you and that is why you 

framed Doctor Tang?" 

  "Why did you frame Doctor Tang?"  

  The reporters kept shouting at Chi Yuan. Chi Yuan had had enough.  

  "SHUT UP! SHUT UP ALL OF YOU." Chi Yuan shouted. 

  Li Cui did not want things to turn much worse than this. She pulled Chi Yuan to leave this place as 

fast as they could. Grandma Wei tried to keep up. But she fell far behind them. 

  The reporters saw this and tried to ask Grandma Wei. 

  "You are Colonel Long's maternal grandmother, right?"  

  "Why are you on Miss Chi's side?" 

  "Is it true you want Miss Chi to be your granddaughter-in-law?"  

  Grandma Wei was not used to this kind of attention. She was starting to feel dizzy. Li Cui asked the 

bodyguard to take care of Grandma Wei immediately. Everything was chaos. 

  As for Yu Qi's side, they returned home. Since Su Xiao did not attend the trial, she was eager to 

know what happened. Ming Yue told everything to Su Xiao while praising Ming Xuehai that did a great 

job being Yu Qi's lawyer.  

  Ming Yue forced Long Hui to stay for dinner. Long Hui did not reject. Others got home from work. 

Tang Jin Wei frowned when he saw Long Hui in the living room.  

  "Why is he here?" Tang Jin Wei asked. 

  "I ask him to stay for dinner. Do you have any problem with that?" Ming Yue glanced at Tang Jin 

Wei. 

  Hearing that question from his mother, Tang Jin Wei immediately grinned. "No, mum."  



  "How is the trial going?" Tang Jung Wen asked Yu Qi. 

  "It is going smoothly. I think we are definitely going to win." Yu Qi smiled. 

  "Good." Tang Jung Wen smiled. 

  "It is pity that I can't go and watch the drama." Tang Jin Wei sighed. 

  "Well, it is very exciting. The lawyer is very good..., Bla... Bla... Bla..." Ming Yue continued her story 

about the trial.  

  ..... 

  "Senior Brother Qian, is it okay not to tell Senior Brother Xia about this?" Yue asked. 

  "Don't worry about it. He is in the seclusion room." Qian Sui grinned. 

  "Really? Then, let's go." Yue shouted happily. 

  "It is festival time. There must be a lot of stalls selling delicious food." Qian Sui shouted happily 

too.  

  Both of them were delicious food fans. When they arrived at the festival, there were a lot of people 

around. Those people also looked very happy. 

  Qian Sui and Yue started to look for the delicious food. The first stall that caught their eyes was the 

Jianbing stall. It was a crepe that people could choose their filling like meat, vegetable, and many more.  

  They each ordered one. Qian Sui asked for full meat while Yue order a meat and some carrot. 

  "Delicious." Both of them said. 

  The owner of the stall smiled. He liked it when people ate the Jianbing that he made and praised it. 

  Then, they continued the journey. Deep-Fried Dough Sticks with soy milk, steamed bun, Chinese 

hamburger, street barbecue, stinky tofu, sugarcoated haws, and many more. They tried everything. 

  When Yue was eating, someone collided with her and made the food fall to the ground. She 

instantly became sad when seeing her food fall onto the ground. 

  "I am sorry, Miss. I was not looking." The man who collided with her quickly apologized.  

  "It's okay. Never mind. I will buy another one." Yue waved her hand and did not mind that.  

  The man looked very apologetic.  

  "What is going on, Yue?" Qian Sui asked. 

  "I am sorry. I collided with her." The man apologized again while explaining to Qian Sui. 

  "So, you can pay up," Qian Sui asked. 

  "Oh, yeah... yeah... But, I don't have money." The man said hesitantly.  

 


